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In this paper we generalize a result of V.Y. Yorgov giving sufficient conditions under which 
two codes are equivalent. We then use this result to construct and to count the number of 
inequivalent [2r, r] and [2r + 2, r + l] self-dual codes, over an arbitrary field, with an 
automorphism of prime order T. 
1. Introduction 
In this paper a result of Yorgov [lo] giving conditions under which two binary 
codes are equivalent is extended to codes over any field. We then use this to 
generalize a result of the author [6] on certain binary quasicyclic codes to similar 
codes over any field. Section 2 contains the generalization of Yorgov’s result, 
which may be of independent interest. In Section 3, we examine self-dual codes 
of length 2r or 2r + 2 over arbitrary fields having an automorphism of prime order 
r. In particular, under certain circumstances, we show how to determine all 
inequivalent codes of such types and give a count of the inequivalent codes as was 
done for the binary case in [6]. Because the proofs of the main results in Section 3 
are technical and require several supporting lemmas, their proofs are presented in 
Sections 4 and 5. 
General references for the terminology of coding theory are [7] and [8]. 
2. The equivalence of two codes 
Let F4 be the finite field of order 4 and characteristic p. Let &(q) denote the 
set of n x n monomial matrices over F4. Every matrix M E J&(q) can be 
decomposed as M = PD where P is a permutation matrix, called the permutation 
part of IV, and D is diagonal, called the diagonal part of M. Linear codes % and 
%” of length n are said to be (monomially) equivalent whenever %’ = %‘M for 
some M E 4(q). G(Z) = {ME A,(q) ( %M = Se) is the automorphism group 
of %. 
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Let r be a prime with r Zp. Let 2, be the integers modulo r. Let o be a 
permutation of order r with c r-cycles and f fixed points. Without loss of 
generality, we assume u = (1, 2, . . . , r)(r + 1, r + 2, . . . , 2r) * . . ((c - 1)r + 1, 
(c - l)r + 2, . . . , cr). For certain values of r, c, and f, the main result of this 
section, Theorem 1, will give sufficient conditions for determining when two 
codes having automorphism o are equivalent. Theorem 1 generalizes Theorem 6 
of [lo]. 
Before proceeding, we define several elements and subgroups of &(q). The 
identity of J&(q) will be denoted by I. The normalizer of (a) will be 
N((a))={A~&(q)~A-l(a)A=(a)}. If iEZ, define i,=imodr where 0~ 
i, < r. For 1 s 3L c r - 1, define fn as the permutation in J&(q) where (sr + i)fA = 
sr+(iA), for OSsSc-1, Osisr- 1, and X&=X for cr+lcxxcr+f Let 
s={f*Il<n~r-l}=ZF=Z,-{O}. Define, for OSSSC-1, o,=(sr+ 
l,sr+2 ,..., (s+l)r) and ~={u~...o~~~O~~cL,~r-l, OSSSC-1). 
Application of an element of ?V to a code simply cycles the entries of the r-cycles 
separately. Let C, be the symmetric group on 1, . . . , a. If Q, E C,, define 
q*E&(q) by (sr+i)q*=sqr+i for OSSSC-1, OCi<r-1, XQ)*=X for 
cr + 1 s x s cr +f Let Cr = {q* ( ~1 E EC}. Application of an element of Ct to a 
code simply permutes the r-cycles. If rp E Cf, define q’ E J&(q) by XQ~’ =x for 
lcxscr and (cr+i)cp’=cr+iq for 1ciSf. Let C;={~‘I~EEC~}. 
Application of an element of Cj to a code permutes the fixed points. Let 
$8 = {diag(al, . . . , a,) I usr+l = a_+2 = * . - = a(,+,), for 0 s s s c - l}. Finally, let 
$&d,(Y) be the diagonal r-elements of G(%). Then S?&(g) 4 G(q). Note that if 
r % 4 - 1, 94%) = (0. 
Lemma 1 below, which generalizes Lemma 7 of [lo], gives conditions under 
which the main theorem in this section is satisfied. See [2], [3], [5], [6], [9], and 
[lo] for examples of situations where (a) or (b) of Lemma 1 holds. 
Lemma 1. Let Ce have automorphism CT. Let r be a prime with r > c. Then 
(o) WWl 94%) . 1s a Sylow r-subgroup of G( Ce)/9,(V) under either of the 
following assumptions: 
(a) r>f,r%q-1, and all permutations of G(s) of order r have c r-cycles and 
f fixed points. 
(b) r2 > n and any element of G(Z), whose permutation part has order r, has 
permutation part with c r-cycles and f fixed points. 
Proof. Note that r 2 c + 1. Hence r2 arc+r. If r>f, then r’>rc+f =n. So in 
(a) also r2>n. 
Assume r2 ) lG(%‘)l~~(%)l. Th en there exists a subgroup X of G(%) with 
a%$(%) c X and IXl~r(%)( = r2. Let M E X - 5?&(Z) have permutation part P 
and diagonal part D. As r2 > n, P cannot have r2-cycles. Hence M’ E 9r(5C) and 
X/$$(%‘) is elementary abelian. Choose M E 5Y - (a) C!&(+Z). As above M = PD 
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and P has only r-cycles and fixed points. But o-‘M- ‘o&Z = 
(a-‘D-‘a)(a-lP-’ aP)D E $?&(%‘). So a-‘P-‘UP E (a-‘Da)9r(%)D-‘, which are 
diagonal elements of An(q). As a-‘P-‘aP is a permutation, it must be I. Hence 
P permutes the c r-cycles of u. As P has order r > c, P fixes the r-cycles of u. So 
for O<s<c-1, ((sr+l)P,...,(s+l)rP)=o,. Thus for O<s<c-1 there 
exist Z4s such that (~r+k)P=sr+(k+u~), for 0~k~r-1. So P= 
Go”“... a,“l.i’cp’ where q’ E C; is an element with x r-cycles and f - rx fixed points. 
Assume (a) holds. Then as I >f, q’ =Z. As r t q - 1, 9,(%‘) is trivial; so 
Z = a-‘M-‘aM. As aP = Pa, Z = a-‘D-‘P-‘aPD = a-‘D-‘uD, which implies 
DE 9. Thus in particular PD = DP and Z= M’= (PD)‘= P’D’= D’. As 
gcd(r, q - 1) = 1, D = Z and P E G(%). So a-““P E G(%) is a permutation of 
order 1 or r with less than c r-cycles, implying uefloP = I, a contradiction to 
P=M$ (u). 
Assume (b) holds. As r > c, choose p such that p + p$ f: 0 mod r for 0 <s 6 
c - 1. Then u~PD E G( %) has permutation part u~P of order r with c + x r-cycles. 
Hence q’ = I. So cYVOM E X - (a) !2$( (e) has permutation part u-~‘OP of order 1 
or r with less than c r-cycles, implying u-~“P = I, a contradiction. q 
Theorem 1. Let ‘G: and %Y’ have automorphism u. Assume ( u)~J%‘)/~J~(%?) k a 
Sylow r-subgroup of G(%)I9,(%). Then % and %’ are equivalent if and only if 
%‘=%‘MforsomeM~{N~4,,(q)~NuN-‘E (u)9~(%)}. Zfrtq-1, thislatter 
set tkN((u)) andN((u))= WC;C,* 9%. 
Proof. Assume %‘= %‘R for some R E k,(q). Then G(%‘) = R-‘G(%)R. As 
u E G(%‘), RuR-’ E G(%). Hence (a) 9&a,(%) and ( RuR-‘) ?&a,(%‘) are Sylow 
r-subgroups of G(g). So there is an S E G((e) such that S(RuR-‘)S-‘9r(%‘) = 
(a) C&( %). Letting M = SR, M E {N E J&(q) 1 NUN-’ E (a) %$a,( ‘Se)} and as % = 
KS, %‘=%R=WR=%‘M. 
Assume r #q - 1. Then as 9$((e) = {Z}, {NE An(q) ( NUN-’ E (a)?&(%)} = 
N((u)). As f;%& = u *, scN((a)). C:, C;, w’, and 9 all centralize u and so 
are in N(( a)). Now let M E N(( a)). Then M-‘uM = u* for some A. So 
R = Mf;’ centralizes u. Let R = PD where P is a permutation and D is diagonal. 
Then R-‘uR = D-‘P-‘uPD = a, and so P-‘UP = DUD-‘. As P-‘UP is a per- 
mutation, DUD-’ must be one also, which is possible only if D E 9 and 
DUD-’ = u. So P-‘UP = u. Thus P permutes the r-cycles of u among themselves 
and the fixed points among themselves. Hence there are S E C: and T E C; such 
that U = PS-‘T-’ fixes the r-cycles and fixed points of u. But I/-‘& = u and so 
((sr + l)U, (sr + 2)U, . . . , (s-tl)rU)=u,forO~s~c-1. ThusforO<s<c- 
1, there exist ps such that (sr + 1 + i)U = sr + 1 + (i + ,us)I. for 0~ i 6 r - 1. 
Hence lJ=@**. u,“l-i’ E =W. So M = RfA = UTSDf, E ‘IV C; C,* 9% 0 
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3. Construction and count of a class of codes with automorphisms of order r 
In this section we describe the construction of self-dual codes over F4 of length 
2r or 2r + 2 having an automorphism of order r, where r is a prime satisfying 
4” -1 (modr) f or some integer t and r t 4 - 1. We will show that these codes 
satisfy condition (a) of Lemma 1. Using Theorem 1, we will describe when two 
such codes are equivalent and count the number of equivalence classes. We first 
present background material from [6] necessary for this. 
Let R = F,[X]/(x’ - 1) where X is an indeterminate. Let J = (1 -X) and 
z,=(l+x+x2+.” +Xr-‘) be the ideals of R generated by 1 -X and 
1+x+x2+-* . +X’-’ respectively. Let ma(X) = 1 -X and 1 +X +X2 + 
...+X’-l=ml(X)... m,(X) where mj(X) is irreducible over Fq for 1 <j 6 g. 
Let 4 = ((1 - Xr)/mj(X)). The following result is straightforward (see Lemma 1 
of [W. 
Lemma2. (a) R=Z,~Z,~...~Z,andJ=Z,~...~Z,, 
(b) JisafieldforO~j6g, 
(c) JZ, = (0) if j # k. 
A linear code % of length n and dimension k will be called an [n, k] code. For 
the remainder of this section we assume % has an automorphism u with c r-cycles 
and f fixed points. Let &, . . . , !2, denote the r-cycles of CJ and Qc+i, . . . , sZc+f 
the fixed points. If x E Fz, let xlsz, be the restriction of x to Q. In a natural way, 
we may view xl4 as an element a, + a,X + . . . + c~~_~Xr-~ of R when 1 G i s c. 
Furthermore xolni is (a0 + ulX + * . . + u,_~X’-~)X E R. Let C(a) = {x E 
%)xa=x}, E(a)={xfz%IxlqEJ for lsisc, xln,=O for c+lGisc+f}, 
and for 1 s j sg, let Ej(U) = {x E E(U) ) xlsa, E 4 for 1 G i s c}. We have 
Lemma 3 (Lemma 2 of [6]). % = C(u) @E(u) and E(u) = El(u) @a . a G3 E,(u). 
C(u), E(u), and Ej(u) for 1 <j c g are a-invuriunf. 
Suppose ( -, *) denotes the ordinary inner product on Fa given by 
t”7 n> = g1 ui”i (1) 
where u, u E F”, with u = (ul, . . . , u,) and v = (ul, . . . , v,). Define Zel = {u E 
Ft 1 (u, v) = 0 for all u E %}. % is self -orthogonal under (1) if % G %‘- and 
self -dual if 5% = % I. In the natural way described above, we can view Ej(U) as a 
code over 4 for 1 <j ~g. Let E(u)* and Ej(u)* be the codes E(U) and Ej(U) 
where the fixed points 52,+i, . . . , i2c+f are deleted and their codewords are 
viewed as c-tuples from J’. The following is a special case and a slight 
modification of Theorems 1 and 3 of [6]; its proof requires only a simple change 
of their proofs. 
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Lemma 4. Suppose there is a nonnegative integer t with q* = -1 (mod r). Suppose 
that V is a self-dual [n, n/2] code under the ordinary inner product (1). Then C(o) 
is a self-orthogonal [n, (c +f)/2] co d e under (1) and for 1 G j G g, Ej(a)* are 
self -dual [c, c/2] codes under the inner product (a, *) given by 
(u, v) = i: ZqJq~ (2) 
i=l 
where u = (ul, . . . , u,) and v = (vl, . . . , v,) with ui, vi E 4. Conversely if C(o) b 
a self-orthogonal [n, (c + f)/2] code under (1) and for 1 c j G g, Ej(a)* are 
self-dual [c, c/2] codes under (2), then 55 is a self-dual [n, n/2] code under (1). 
For the remainder of the paper, we assume r > 2 is a prime where r t q - 1 and 
there exists a nonnegative integer t with qf = -1 (mod r). Assume t is the smallest 
such integer. Let 5 be a generator of 2: such that cg = q (mod r). The cyclotomic 
coset Ci(q) mod r is {i, qi . . , q”-’ i} E 2,. Because r is a prime, Cp) = (0) and 
Ci(4) has order 2t if’ ’ i f 0 (mod r). The distinct cyclotomic cosets are 
c&q’, c$‘, Cq) 51, . * * , C$!, where 2tg = r - 1. Each of these cyclotomic cosets is 
associated with a field lo, II, . . . , Zg defined at the beginning of this section. 
Z, =F, is associated with Chq); J+l is associated with Cg’ where the roots of 
mj+r(X) are {Y’ 1 I E C$‘} and Y is a root of X’ - 1 in a splitting field over Z$ So 
ZI = Z2 = . . . = Z, = Fqu. 
From now on let %’ be a self-dual code, under (l), of length 2r or 2r + 2 and (J 
an automorphism of order r. By Lemma 4, c must be even and hence c = 2. (We 
remark that under the hypothesis of Lemma 4, no self-dual code of length less 
than 2r having an automorphism of order r exists as such an automorphism would 
have at least two r-cycles.) Thus condition (a) of Lemma 1 holds, and Theorem 1 
applies for any code %’ with automorphism (J equivalent to %. By Lemmas 3 and 
4, % = C(o) G9 E(a) = C(a) @&(a) @ * - * G3 E,(a) where &(a)* are self-dual 
[2, l] codes over 4 under (2). By (2), a generator matrix of Z&(a)* cannot have a 
zero entry in either position. Hence we may assume E,(a)* is generated by 
[ei(X) 4-Vl (3) 
where e,(X) is the identity of 4 and 
4-V + aiW> q’+l=O for l<iGg. (4) 
The effect of h, defined in Section 2, is to replace X by X* in each r-cycle of (J. 
We modify the definition of h by restricting to a single cycle as follows: for 
AEZP, let fn: R-, R where &(e(X)) = CY(X*). As r is a prime, this is a 
well-defined ring isomorphism and vector space isomorphism. 
Lemma 5. (a) fn : I,+ lo andf, : J+r+ Zk+l, where A$’ = CF, are komorphisms, 
(b) fx,fh, =fa,lz’ 
(c) Zf = {h 1 A E Z,“} under the map A+&, and 
(4 fn(4-V)” =f&(x)). 
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Proof. (a)-(c) are in Lemma 4 of [6]. fn(cy(X))” = CY(X*)~ = ly(Xti) =fAq((y(X)) 
as a4 =a for all a E F4 and a(X) E Fq[X]. 0 
Let Zf be generated by LYE, as a multiplicative group. By Lemma 5(a) as 
,iC$) = Ccq) fF( cuO(X)) generates Zi”,1 5’ ’ for 0 6 i G g - 1; SO let ai =f& f&(X)). 
Recall that p is the characteristic of Fq. If p = 2, let pi(X) = (Yi(X)q’-l, which has 
order qf + 1. If p # 2, let pi(X) = (yi(X)‘q’-l”Z, which has order 2(q’ + 1). Let 
e(X) = ei(X) + f . * + e,(X), which is the identity of J. By (3) and (4) E(o)* is 
generated by 
[e(X) 4X)1 (5) 
where a(X) E 9 = {al(X) + * . . + a,(X) ( for 1 s i ~g, ai is a power of 
/3,-r(X) if p = 2 and an odd power of @,-i(X) if p 22). 
In the following theorems, a will denote the element a + UX + . . . + ax’-‘. Let 
K denote a fixed primitive fourth root of unity in Fq, which exists if and only if 
4 1 q - 1. If p = 2, let 9 be a set of 44 pairs (Ui, bi) E Fq X Fq such that U, + bi = 1 
and Fq = {ui, bi 1 1 c i G 44). This is possible as ui # bi. If p # 2, let X’ = {(a, 15) E 
Fq x Fq 1 u2 + b2 = -r, u f O}. Let X be a maximal subset of X’ such that one and 
only one of (*a, fb), (fb, &a) is in X, where the f’s are independent of each 
other. If 2u2 = -r, choose (a, a) E X rather than (a, -a). In the matrices below, 
columns 1 and 2 represent r-cycles and columns 3 and 4 represent fixed points. 
The next three theorems give generating matrices for the codes we are 
considering and a description of when two such codes are equivalent. 
Theorem 2. Let r > 2 be a prime, I 4 q - 1, and q1 = -1 (mod r). Suppose Fq has 
churacteristic p. Let %? be u [2r, r] code over Fq which is self-dual under the 
ordinary inner product. Assume % has an automorphism o of order r. Then o has 
two r-cycles. Also %? is equivalent to a code with generating matrix [&, x NW ] 
wherea(X)~Pund~=~ifp=2und~=~ifp#2und4~q-l. Everycode 
generated by such matrices is self -dual. Zf p # 2 and 4 % q - 1, no such codes exist. 
Codes generated by [,&, &,I and [f,,, a,Tx,] are equivalent if and only if 
al(X) = Xy*(h(a(X)) for some 0 G p < r - 1, 1 GA S r - 1. 
Theorem 3. Let r > 2 be a prime, r % q - 1, and q* = -1 (mod r). Suppose Fq has 
characteristic p = 2. Let % be a [2r + 2, r + l] code over Fq which is self-dual 
under the ordinary inner product. Assume % has an automorphism o of order r. 
Then o has two r-cycles and two fixed points. Also % is equivalent to a code with 
generating matrix of precisely one of the following 1 + $4 forms: 
where (a,, bi) E 9 and a(X) E 9’. Every code generated by such matrices is 
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self-dual. Two codes with generating matrices of two different forms are 
inequivalent. Two codes with generating matrices of the same form are equivalent 
if and only if a(X) is replaced by Xyk(a(X)) for 0 < u < r - 1, 16 il s r - 1. 
Theorem 4. Let r > 2 be a prime, r % q - 1, and q’ = - 1 (mod r). Suppose F4 has 
characteristic p # 2. Let % be a [2r + 2, r + l] code over F4 which is self -dual 
under the ordinary inner product. Assume % has an automorphism u of order r. 
Then o has two r-cycles and two fixed points. Zf 4 % q - 1, then % is equivalent to a 
code with generating matrix of precisely one of the following 1x1 forms: 
1 
[- 
0 ab 
1 -b a , 
e(X) a(X) 0 0 
Le1) a(X) 0 Ol 
1 (a, b)E JK 
where a(X) E 9. Zf 4 1 q - 1, then %? is equivalent to a code with generating matrix 
of precisely one of the following 1 + (XI forms: 
where a(X) E 9. Every code generated by such matrices is self -dual. Two codes 
with generating matrices of two different forms are inequivalent. Two codes with 
generating matrices of the same form are equivalent, except in the two forms where 
either b = 0 or a = b, if and only if a(X) is replaced by XyA(a(X)) for 
OG,usr-1, 1~A.~r-1.Zntheformswhereb=O(existingifandonlyif-ris 
a square of F4) or where a = b (existing if and only if -4r is a square of F,) a(X) 
can be replaced by fXy*(a(X)) for 0 c u G r - 1, 1 s A s r - 1. 
We now count, in Theorem 5, the number of inequivalent codes examined in 
Theorems 2, 3, and 4. Recall that t is the smallest integer such that q’= -1 
(mod r) and that 2tg = r - 1. Let &-, = {(i, j) # (0, 0) 1 0 c i < g, 0 6~’ < 2t). Let 
2” be the highest power of 2 in 2(q’ + 1). Define d(i) = gcd(i, g) for 0 s i <g. Let 
~4, = {(i, j) E s$, 1 2” 1 q(i+gi)‘ri(i) - 1}, S& = {(i, j) E _&I ( g/d(i) is even}, and 
& = {(i, i) E J& ) g/d(‘) 1 is odd and 2”-’ is the highest power of 2 in q(i+@)‘d(i) - 
l}. Definefork=Oandk=l 
yk = 
& (.,F, (gcd(q(‘+“)‘d(‘) - 1, qf + 1))““’ + -& (4’ + 1)‘. 
1. E 
Define 
y* =1 r _ 1 (,gdr (gcd(q(i+gi)‘d(i) - I, q1 + I))+’ 
1, E 
1 
+ 2(r - 1) (i.j)e&U(d,-a&) c 
(gcd(q(i+gi)W) _ 1, qt + l))“@) 
1 
+ 2r(r - 1) 
(qC + l)P. 
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For 1 = r r + let 
Theorem 5. Let r >2 be a prime. Let p be the characteristic of F4. Assume 
r .j q - 1 and qf = - 1 (mod r), with t the smallest such integer. Then 
(a) 
(b) 
(c> 
(d) 
(e) 
(9 
n(2r) = y0 if p = 2, 
n(2r) = yi if p # 2 and 4 1 q - 1, 
n(2r)=Oifp#2and4%q-1, 
n(2r + 2) = (1 + &q)yO if p = 2, 
n(2r+2)=(1+IXI-•)y1+ey2ifp#2and4)q-1, and 
n(2r+2)=(IX(-E)y1+ey2ifp#2and4)Cq-1. 
The proof of Theorems 3 and 4 is in the next section; the proof of Theorem 2 is 
omitted as it is similar. The proof of Theorem 5 is in Section 5. 
4. The proof of Theorems 3 and 4 
We prove Theorems 3 and 4 together. 
The form for E(a)* is given by (5) of Section 3. We now need the form for 
C(o), which is a self-orthogonal [n, 21 code, by Lemma 4. In C(a), all r-cycles 
cannot be 0 by self-orthogonality. By ordering columns correctly, a generating 
matrix for C(o) is either 
1 x 0 a 
0 Q 1 b 1 (6) 
or 
I Q a b 1 Q 1 c d’ (7) 
Note that scaling a column by -1 does not affect self-duality. In (6), ab = 0 and 
1 + b* = 0 by self-orthogonality. Hence a = 0 and r + r-.x2 = 0 and 1 + b2 = 0. If 
p=2,x=b=l. Ifp#2,x=kK, b=fK. Byscalingcolumns2and4by-lif 
necessary (and replacing a(X) by -a(X) in E(a)*), we may assume x = b = K if 
p # 2. In (7) self-orthogonality gives r + a2 + b2 = 0, r + c2 + d2 = 0, and ac + 
bd = 0. If c # 0, then a = -bd/c. So r + (bd/c)2 + b2 = 0 jr + b2(d2/c2 + 1) = 0. 
As d2= -c2-r, r + b2(-r/c2) = 0 3 b2 = c2. This implies a2 = d2. If c = 0, 
r + d2 = 0 and bd = 0 imply b = 0. So b2 = c2 and a2 = d2 in this case also. 
If p=2, a=d and b=c. Also r=l(mod2) and hence a2+b2=l+(a+ 
b)2 = 1 + a + b = 1. By switching columns 3 and 4, we may get either order for a 
and b. Thus a code satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 3 has generating matrix 
as in the theorem; every code generated by such matrices is self-dual by Lemma 
4. 
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If p # 2, a = fd, c = fb. By switching columns 3 and 4, we may assume a # 0. 
By scaling column 4 by -1, we may assume a = d # 0. If b # 0, as 2ab # 0, 
c = -b by self-orthogonality. As we will see later, we can apply the transforma- 
tions from Theorem 1 to transform the piece 
Thus a code satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 4 has generating matrix as in 
the theorem; every code generated by such matrices is self-dual by Lemma 4. 
Before continuing we need the following two lemmas; 
Lemma 6. Zf m(X) E 9, f,i(a(X))-’ =f&cr(X>) when p = 2 and X(cu(X))-’ = 
-fht(cx(X)) when p # 2. 
Proof. If p = 2, ($(x))-’ = (&(X))Q as /3k(X) has order 4’ + 1. So by Lemma 
5, zU~(X))-’ =~(Pk(X))Q’=f~q@k(X)). If P # 2, (Bk(X))+1 = -ek+l(X) as 
/lk(X) has order 2(q’+ 1) and -ek+l(X) is the unique element of order 2 
in Zf+i. So -(Pk(X))-1 = (-ek+l(X))(A(X))“‘+’ = (Bk(X))-q’-‘(Pk(X))“+l = 
(j3k(X))q’. So f,(&(X))-l = -fn(&(X))q’= -fA&(X)). The result follows. Cl 
Lemma 7. Zf m(X) E C?? and e(X) + (~X~~fn(cu(X)))~‘” = 0 for mme c E Fq, 0 c 
per-1, andlSilcr-1, thenc=fl. 
Proof. (Y(x)q’+l = - e(X) as o(X) E 9. Hence f*((~(X))~‘+l =j,,(-e(X)) = 
-e(X) as e(X) is the identity of J. Also (X”)““’ = 1 as q’= -1 (mod r). So 
e(X) - &+‘e(X) = 0 *c q’+l = 1 . But cq = c as c E F,. Thus c2 = 1 and c = fl. 
cl 
We complete the proof of Theorems 3 and 4 by finding when two codes under 
consideration are equivalent. By Theorem 1, Ce is equivalent to a code V’, also 
having automorphism a, obtained from % only by a product of the following 
transformations: switch tixed points, switch r-cycles, replace X by X* in columns 
1 and 2, multiply columns 1 and 2 by XP1 and XPz respectively, and multiply 
columns 1, 2, 3, and 4 by x1, x2, x3, and x4 respectively with Xi E Ff. 
Suppose we apply the transformations of the above paragraph to 
[e(L) fxk, B H] (8) 
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wherex=lifp=2andx=Kifp#2. Weobtain 
[ 
x11 x2x 
0 0 
xlXP'X(e(X)) X2XP2.fx(~(X)) 
[ 
Xll x2x 
0 0 
xl~"fXeW)) x2X%(G)) 
[ 
x1x x2-l 
0 0 
x~x~'fn(aW)> x2xpTdeW)) 
[ 
x1x x21 
0 0 
xJP'_fi(aW>) x2XpZf,(e(X)) 
0 0 
x3 x4x 7 
I 
Pa) 
0 0 
0 0 
x3x x4 1 , Pb) 0 0 0 0 x3 x4x 1 , or (9c) 
0 0 
0 0 
x3x x4 1 7 (94 0 0 
noting that X+X” and multiplying by XP’, XPz, have no effect on C(a). As 
e(X) + ‘Y(X)~‘+~ = 0, e(X), and hence f,.(a(X)), is invertible. As E(a)* is 
R-invariant by Lemma 3, we can now reduce (9a)-(9d) to 
[ e(X) 0 1 x;‘~~_P-~~f~(a(X)) Xl 1 0 x2x 0  1 n;‘x,x 0  1 ) (104 
[ e(X) 0 1 x;‘x~X~~-~~~~(~(X)) x;rx2x 0 0 1 x;‘x,x-’ 0 1 ) (lob) 
[ e(X) 0 1 x;‘x~X~~-~~~((Y(X))-~ Xl -1 X2& 0 -1 0 1 x;‘x,x 0  1 , and w4 
[ e(X) 0 a x;lx2X x;'x,x ~2-~lfJ(Ly(x))-l 0 -1 0  1 x;rx4x-r 0  1 . (104 
The only matrix in a form of Theorems 3 or 4 which (lOa)-(10d) can equal is 
(8) with x;‘x~X~‘-~‘~~((Y(X)) or x~‘~~X”~-“‘f~(~u(X))-’ replacing a(X). Thus 
x;‘x,= 1 in (lOa), (lob), and x11x2= -1 in (~OC), (10d) as K-~ = -K. Also 
xylxq= 1 in (lOa), (lOc), and x;‘x4= -1 in (lob), (1Od). But by Lemma 6, 
-XMz-“l&( (Y(X))-’ = XN*-M1fhql( (Y(X)). Thus Theorems 3 and 4 hold for the form 
(8). 
Suppose we now apply the transformations to 
I 0 ab 
(! 1 -b a I e(X) m(X) 0 0 (11) 
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where, of course, -b = b if p = 2. As in the above paragraph, we can reduce our 
transformed matrix to one of 
[ 
1 0 x ;‘+a x;‘x4b 
0 1 -x;lx3b x;‘x,a , (124 4-V x;'x,x"z-"'f&r(X)) 0 0 1 
[ 1 0 
x;lx3b x;lx,a 
0 1 x;lx,a -x;‘x,b , Wb) 
e(X) ~;‘x~X~~-~~f~((u(X)) 0 0 1 
[ 
1 0 -x;lx3b x;‘x4a 
0 1 x;‘x,a x;‘x4b , 1 or WC) e(X) x;‘~,X”~-“‘f~(a(X))-’ 0 0 
[ 
1 0 x;‘x,a -x;lx4b 
0 1 x;lx3b x;‘x,a . 1 (124 e(X) x;‘x,X “z-c”lfn(cu(x))-’ 0 0 
To obtain a form already determined in Theorems 3 and 4, (12a)-(12d) must be 
[ 
1 Q a’ b’ 
0 1 -6’ a’ , 1 a’#O. (13) e(X) a’(X) 0 0 
Suppose a, b # 0. Then in (12a), (12d), by (13) x;lx3 =x;lxq and x;lxq = 
xz’x,. Dividing these two equations gives x3/x4 = x4/x3, which implies x: = x2. In 
(12b), (12~) by (13) x;‘x3 = -x;‘x4 and xrlxq = -x;‘x3, which similarly yields 
xi = xi. By self-orthogonality, r + a2 + b2 = 0 and in (12a) and (12d), r + 
(x;‘x3a)” + (x;1x4b)2 = 0 and in (12b) and (12c), I + (x;1x3b)2 + (xT1x4a)* = 0. 
As x; =x:, in (12a)-(12d) we get r + (x;2x$(a2 + b2) = 0 implying r + (x;‘x$ 
(-r) = 0. Hence x: =x$. By Lemma 7, (x;~x~)~ = 1. Hence x:= xz =x: =xi. 
In (12a) and (12d), x~=x~x;~x~ and in (12b) and (12c), xj= -xlx;‘xq. Thus 
we have if p = 2, xi =x2 = xg =x4. If p # 2, in (12a) and (12d), 
Xl=X2=Xg=Xq, 
x1 = x2 = -x3 = -xq, 
x1 = -x2 =x3 = -x4, or 
x1 = -x2 = -x3 = xq. 
If p # 2 in (12b) and (12c), 
x1=x2=x3= -xq, 
x1 =x2 = -x3 =x4, 
x1= -x2=x3=x4, or 
x, = -x2 = -x3 = -x‘p 
(144 
(14b) 
(14c) 
(14d) 
(15a) 
Wb) 
(1Sc) 
P4 
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Suppose b = 0. By Lemma 7, (x;~x$ = 1, and so XT = xg. The form in (13) can 
only be obtained by (12a) and (12d), which imply x;lx3 = x;‘x4. So x3 = xi. By 
self-orthogonality, r + a* = 0 and r + (x;~x+z)* = 0. So x: = xg. If p = 2, x1 =x2 = 
x3 =x4. If p # 2, as x3 = xix;k+ we get the same solutions of (14a)-(14d). 
Together these results prove that two codes generated by matrices of two 
different forms are inequivalent. These results also show how the piece [_“b i] 
can be transformed into the matrices in the paragraph before Lemma 6. If 
p = 2, equating (12a) and (13) gives a’ = a, b’ = b, and a’(X) = XPz-~lfh(~(X)); 
equating (12b) and (13) gives a’ = b, b’ = a, and a’(X) =XPZ-cl*fA(a(X)); 
equating (12~) and (13) gives u’ = b, b’ = a, and a’(X) = XPz-“lfA(~(X))-l = 
XPz-P1fA,t(~(X)); equating (12d) and (13) gives u’ = a, b’ = b, and a’(X) = 
XP2-r1~(~(X))-’ = XP*-P’fA,l(cr(X)) using Lemma 6. If p # 2 and (a, b), 
(a’, b’) E .N, we may equate (13) with a matrix in (12a)-(12d) if (13) is equated 
with (12a) under (14a) or if (13) is equated with (12d) under (14~). In the first 
case a = u’, b = b’, and a’(X) =Xp2-P1h(~(X)). In the second case a = a’, 
b = b’, and a’(X) = -XPp-@lfh(a(X))-l = XP2-P’fn41((u(X)) by Lemma 6. These 
are the only ways to equate (13) with the matrix in (12a)-(12d) except when 
b ’ = 0 or u ’ = b ’ ; each of these leads to two further possibilites. If b ’ = 0, (13) 
may be equated to (12d) under (14a) or to (12a) under (14~). The first gives 
a = a’, b = 0, and a’(X) = XPz-P1h(~(X))-l = -X”*-“‘f&(a(X)). The second 
gives a = a’, b =O, and m’(X) = -XP2-P’h((u(X)). If 6’ =u’, (13) may be 
equated to (12~) under (15b) or to (12b) under (15~). The first gives a = b = u’ 
and (Y’(X) = X ~z-P’fi(a(X))-’ = -Xc(2-P1fAq,(~(X)). The second gives a = b = a’ 
and (Y’(X) = -X “‘-“‘X(a(X)). Th is completes the proof of Theorems 3 and 
4. 0 
5. The proof of Theorem 5 
In this section we prove Theorem 5. 
Let T(cu(X)) = {X”~(X) ) p E Z,} and r’( (Y(X)) = { fXP~(X) 1 p E Z,} for 
Iy(X) E 9. For A E Zf, MrMX))) = QfnMX))) and X(r’MX))) = 
r’(h((u(X))) as r is prime. Let r= {T(cu(X)) ) a(X) E S} and r’ = 
{r’(cu(X)) ( a(X) E S}. Let 9= {J. 1 A E Zp} = Z,” by Lemma 5. Define 
r(a(X)) - r(fh(a(X))) and r’(a(X)) -L r’(h(a(X))) for some fh E 9. By 
Lemma 5, - and I- are equivalence relations on r and r’ . By Theorems 2,3, and 
4, we need to compute Ir/--1 and iI”/-1, the latter necessary only if p # 2. The 
notation r* (or T*(cu(X))) will denote both rand r’ (or T(cr(X)) and r’( a(X))). 
Let r,* = {r*(a(x))d-* Ifn(r*(a(x)))=r*(a(x))). Clearly r*(a(x))= 
r*(B(x)) or r*(a(X))nr*(p(X))=kl for @(X)E 9. Hence & = 
{r(a(x)) 1 &(x)=x%(x*) f or some y E Z,} and r:, = {T’(a(X)) ) a(X) = 
fXP~(XA) for some p E Z,}. 
We need the following facts: 
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Lemma 8. Let X = Et0 p,(X) where pi(X) = Xei(X) E Ii. By rechoosing a0(X) if 
necessary, pi+*(X) = Pi(X)? with CO = l/r I&(X)I and cj s ~&-j (mod I&(X)\) for 
1 <j =S g - 1 where 5-j is the inverse of p in 2:. Also ifp # 2, for 0 S j 6 g - 1, c, 
is even. Zf p # 2, let -1~ Cf=:=o hi(X) where Si(X) = -ei(X) E 4. Then q+l(X) = 
/?i(X)q’+l for OSjCg - 1. 
Proof. Xei(X) #O, and Xei(X) #e,(X) when i #O. Hence as X’ = 1 = 
C;=:=,p,(X)‘, by Lemma 2, pi(X) is an element of order r in the multiplicative 
group Z# for 1 G i S g. AS qL = -1 (mod r) and I~j(X) 1 (4’ - 1) = q” - 1 if p = 2, 
and I/3j(X)l i(q* - 1) = q*’ - 1 if p # 2, pi+,(X) = pj(X)“i where r 1 Ipo(X)I and 
l/r IZ??o(X)l 1 Cj for OGjsg - 1. (16) 
If necessary rechoose cue(X) so that co = l/r Ipo(X)l. 
So X5’ = P,(X)~’ + C&r pi(X)“‘” by Lemma 2. By Lemma 5 X5’ = fEi(X) = 
fE&O(X)) + C!zJfS,(Bi(x))‘. If p = 2, fE@o(X))” = f~,(LyO(X)q’-l)cO = 
(fs,( ~o(X))q’-‘)c” = (~j(X)q’-‘)c” = pi(X)” E 4+1 for 0 C j c g - 1. The same holds 
if p # 2 with q’ - 1 replaced by $(ql - 1). Therefore pj(X)“js’ = /3j(X)co and 
c# G co (mod IPo(X)l). Now c-j? = 1 (mod r), which implies that 
l/r IPOGUI E-j? = l/r IPoWI (mod IBO( By (16), Cj = COE-j (mod IBo(X)I). 
If p # 2, for 0 s j =G g - 1, Cj is even as Ipo(X)l = 2(q’ + 1) is even. 
If p # 2, the unique element of order 2 in 4 for 1 c i c g is -ei(X), which is 
also Bi_l(X)(I’+’ as Ipi-1(X)( = 2(q’ + 1). 0 
Lemma 9. Let)3=rq’(modr) with Ocisg-1, OCj62t-1. Let 6=0 or 1, 
with 6 = 1 only in the case p # 2. Let c-x(X) = CgkzA /3k(X)bl’ E 9. Then a(X) = 
(-l)‘XP~(Xh) ifand on/y if 
b,q’ + E-(i+k)p~o + 6(q' + 1) 3 bi+k (mod I&,(X)l) if 0 c k Sg - i - 1 (17) 
and 
bkqi+l + E-(i+k-_g) Pco + 6(q’ + 1) S bi+k--g (mod IPo(X)l) 
ifg-iCk<g-1. (18) 
Proof. a(X*) =fi(c”k$, &(X)bk) = CgkI;h(&(X))bk. 
But .h@k(x)) =f~qj(f&Po(X))) =fsi+kq@O(X)) =fEl+4P0(X))q’ by Lemma 5. If 
0 s k c g - i - 1, fF+@o(X))q’ = pi+k(X)“. As 5” = q (mod r), if g - i 6 k C g - 
1, fF+@o(X))q’ = f~+~~pq(pO(X))q’ = fp+&?0(X))‘“’ = pi+k-g(X)“+‘. SO by Lem- 
mas 2 and 8, 
g-i-l 
(_l)a_-pqxA) = kTo Pi+k(x)bkg’+co5-“+“lr+6(g’+l) 
g-l 
+ kz_i Pi+k-_g(X) 
b~i+‘+coe-(l+*-8)lr+6(q’+l) 
The result follows from Lemma 2. Cl 
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Assuming the notation of Lemma 9, we show how to solve (17) and (18). 
Inductively define b,, bg+l, . . . as follows: 
qbk = bk_-g (mod &(X)l) for g s k. (1% 
This is well-defined as q and I&(X)1 are relatively prime. 
Lemma 10. (17), (18), and (19) are equivalent to 
b,q’ + E-(i+k)p~,, + 6(q’ + 1) = bi+k (mod Ip,,(X)I) if 0 S k (20) 
and (19). 
Proof. Assume (17), (18), and (19) are true. Then (20) is true if 0 s k s g - i - 1. 
If g -i C k Gg - 1, then (18) and (19) imply qb,q’ + EPCitk)EgpcO + 6(q’ + 
1) = qbi+k (mod IA(X) As Eg = q (mod I) and co = l/r IPoW)l, 
Egco = qco (mod IPO(X Al so if p f2, q is odd and qh(q’+ 1) = 6(q* + 
l)(mod Ifi,,(X)l), yielding (20) for g - i s k sg - 1. For the remaining values of 
k, (20) holds by induction. Reversing the argument gives the converse. Cl 
By induction, (19) and (20) imply for 13 I 
bk(qi)’ + l$k+i’)@Z(l) + 6T(l) = bk+il (mod Ipo(X)l) (21) 
where H(I) = co c&i (eq’)h and T(I) = (q’ + 1) Ci:i (qj)h. But T(1) = (q’ + 
1)~ (mod IPoW)I) h w ere z is any integer with the same parity as CL:; (qj)h. In 
particular, 
b,(q’)’ + E-(k+i’)@I(l) + 6(q’ + 1)1 z bk+, (mod I&(X)l). (22) 
Let d = gcd(i, g). When 1= g/d, (22) becomes 
bk(qU’d) + E-k($)-i’dpH(gld) + d(q’ + l)(gld) = bk+i(g/d) (mod ifiO(x)i). (23) 
As gcd(q’ld, I/Io(X)l) = 1, (23) is equivalent to 
bk(q(i+gi)‘d) + qi’d(~g)--i’d~-k,uH(gld) + qUd6(qr + l)(gld) 
S qi’dbk+g(iid) (mod IPo(X)l). (24) 
AS qi’d(Eg)--i’d = 1 (mod I), q”d(~g)-i’dH(g/d) = H(g/d) (mod I/3o(X)l); also as 
qild = 1 (mod 2) when p # 2, 8q’ld(q’ + 1) = 6(q’ + 1) (mod I&(X)\). So using 
(19), (24) is equivalent to 
b,Jq(i+gj)‘d - 1) = -E-kpH(gld) - 6(q’ + l)(gld) (mod lj3o(X)l). (25) 
We now assume A = lj’qj 3 1 (mod I). Letting x = (l/(A - 1)) (mod I), 
cf’_d;r (Eiqj)h E (Agjd - l)x 3 (q(i+@)‘d - 1)x (mod r). SO H(g/d) = co(q(i+“)‘d - 1)x 
(mod Ipo(X)l)_ Thus (25) is equivalent to 
bk(q(i+gj)ld _ 1) z _E-kCoXP(q(i+tiYd _ 1) - %I’ + l)(gld) (mod IBoWN. (26) 
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~~~ h = gcd(q(i+gjYd _ 1, &(X)1). If p f2, suppose 2” is the highest power of 2 
dividing I&,(X)I = 2(q’ + 1). The only time (26) cannot be solved for bk is when 
all of the following hold: p f2, 6 = 1, g/d is odd, and 2” 1 q(i+gj)‘d - 1. Let 
s = I&,(X)l/h and let y be a solution of y((q(i+pi)‘d - 1)/h) = 1 (mods). Then if 
there is a solution to (26), (26) is equivalent to 
bk = -~-‘&_xp - 8~ (mod s) 
where Y = (qf + l)(g/d)y/h. Notice that 
(27) 
b0 = -c,x,u - SY (mods) 
and hence (27) is equivalent to (28) and 
(28) 
bk = E-“bO + (f-” - 1)6v (mods). (29) 
We will find Irfl and apply Burnside’s Lemma to obtain the number of 
inequivalent self-dual codes. By Lemma 8, there is a unique element XPa(X) = 
cgz:, &(X)b*+p=’ E r(cr(X)) where 0 c b0 + pc, < co. In finding l&l, we replace 
a(X) by this XP~(X), and so we will assume 0 c b, < co, where also b. is odd if 
p # 2. Similarly, if p # 2, co = 2(q’ + 1)/r and by Lemma 8, there is a unique 
element XPa(X) or -XPa(X) where exactly one of 0~ b, + pco< 3co or 
O~bo+pcO+(qf+l)<~cO. In finding IrLl, we replace a(X) by the appropriate 
X%(X) or -Xr~(X) so that we may assume b. is odd and 0 6 b. < ic,. For 
6 E (0, l}, let N,(A) (respectively N;(A)) d enote the number of pairs (b,, ,u) 
solving the case k = 0 of (26) and (28) with given 6 where 0 c b. < c0 (respectively 
0 c b. < ic,), p E Z,, and if p # 2, b. odd. Note that we will only need N;(A) and 
N,(A) when p # 2. 
Lemma 11. Assume A = rqi s 1 (mod r) and d = gcd(i, g). 
(a) Suppose p = 2. Then N,(A) = gcd(q(i+gj)‘d - 1, q’ + 1). 
(b) Suppose p f2. Let 2” be the highest power of 2 dividing Ipo(X)I = 
2(q’ + 1). Then N;(k) = iN,(A) in all cases. Also N,(A) = 0 if any of the 
following hold: 
(i) 6 = 0 and 2” t qCi+@)ld - 1, 
(ii) 6 = 1, g/d is even, and 2” c q(i+gj)‘d - 1, 
(iii) 6 = 1, g/d is odd, and 2” I q(i+gj)‘d - 1, or 
(iv) 6 = 1, g/d is odd, and 2”-’ t q(i+gj)‘d - 1. 
Also N,(A) = gcd(qfi+gj)‘d - 1, qt + 1) if any of the following hold: 
(v) 6 = 0 and 2” ) q(i+gi)‘d - 1, 
(vi) 6 = 1, g/d is euen, and 2” ( q(i+gi)‘d - 1, or 
(vii) 6 = 1, g/d is odd, and 2m-’ is the highest power of 2 in q(i+gj)‘d - 1. 
(c) If 2t 1 G + gj)ld in all cases, the set of N pairs (b,, p) solving (26) and (28) 
for fixed S consist of (l/r)N distinct values of b. paired with each ,u E Z,. 
(d) If 2t Ir (i + gj)ld, in all cases, the set of N pairs (bo, p) solving (26) and (28) 
for fixed S have N distinct values of b,. 
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Proof. We first examine the case 2t ) (i + gj)/d. In that case qCi+@)ld = 1 (mod r) 
and so r 1 gcd(q(‘+“)‘d - 1, I&(X)1). F ur th er suppose that either 6 = 0 or when 
6 = 1, g/d is even. Then in (26), 6(q’ + l)(gld) = 0 (mod I&(X)l) and hence in 
(28), 6~ = 0 (mods). As r ) gcd(q(‘+gi)‘d - 1, &(X)1), s 1 co and (28) becomes 
b0 = 0 (mods) which has co/s solutions b0 for each y E 2, with 0 G b, < co. These 
solutions are 
(2s 1 OS.2 <co/s}. (30) 
Clearly (c) holds in this case. Also if p = 2, there are rc,Js = gcd(q(‘+gj)‘d - 
1, Ip,,(X)I) pairs (b,, ,u) solving (28) giving (a). If p # 2, b, and hence s must be 
odd. But s is odd if and only if 2” ( q(i+gj)‘d - 1 yielding (bi) and (bii). If s is odd, 
there are &,/s odd elements of (30) and &/s odd elements zs of (30) with 
0 G zs < &, noting that 4 ) co. As rc,,/s = gcd(q(i+gj)‘d - 1, 2(q’ + 1)) = 
2 gcd(q(i+ti)/d _ I, qt + I) since 2Q’ 1 q(i+ti)‘d _ 1, (bv) and (bvi) hold. Still assuming 
2t ) (i + gj)/d, suppose 6 = 1 and g/d is odd, and hence p # 2. Then (26) has no 
solution if 2” ( q(i+gj)‘d - 1 giving (biii). So we may assume s is even. Then 
Y = s/2(g/d)y and Y = s/2 (mods). So (28) becomes b,, = -s/2 (mods) as s ( co 
still holds. This has no odd solutions b. if s/2 is even giving (biv). All solutions b, 
are odd if s/2 is odd, and these co/s solutions with 0 G b, < co are {-s/2 + 
z.s ~1~zzc(Js}. Half of these lie in the range 0 G b. < &,,. Hence, as 
2”%q 
(i+gj)ld 
- 1, Q/S = gcd(q(i+gi)‘d - 1, 2(q’ + 1)) = gcd(q(i+gj)‘d - 1, qf + 1) 
pairs (b,, CL) solve (28) with 0 6 b,,< co with half in the range 0s b,< &. This 
completes (b) in the case 2t 1 (i +gj)ld. 
For the remainder of the proof assume 2t % (i + gj)/d. We first prove (d). It 
suffices to show that -cOxpl = -c0xp2 (mods) implies that ,~i = ,u2 (mod r). But 
-cup, = -c0xp2 (mods) implies that xpl = xpz (mod u) where u = s/gcd(s, co). 
As q(i+gj)‘df 1 (modr), r 1 s. As s 1 I&,(X)l and co= l/r Ipo(X)I, s/r 1 co. So 
gcd(s, co) =s or s/r. If s I co, then r ( gcd(q’i+ti)‘d- 1, [PO(X)& contradicting 
q@+d)ld f 1 (mod r). Therefore u = r. As x f 0 (mod r), /.L~ = p2 (mod r). This 
proves (d) . 
We now show that for 6 fixed, if (b,, p) is a solution of (28), there is a p’ E Z, 
such that (b. + co, p’) also solves (28). This is done as follows: Choose x* E Z, 
such that 1 = --xx* (mod r). Then as gcd(s, co) = s/r, from the previous para- 
graph, co = -coxx* (mods). Then (b, + co, p’) solves (28) where ,u’ = ~1 +x*. We 
also show that for 6 fixed, p # 2, and 4 % s, if (b,, p) is a solution of (28), there is 
a $’ E Z, such that (b. + ic,, cl”) also solves (28). Let do = ic,, noting that 4 1 co 
when p # 2. As 4 % s and 4 ) co, gcd(s, co) = gcd(s, do). Choose x** E Z, such that 
l= -&x** (mod r) as r #2. Then do= -d&x** (mods) as gcd(s, do) = 
gcd(s, co) = s/r. Then (b. + Ice, ,u”) solves (28) where FL” = p +x**. 
For fixed ,U and 6 there are lp,,(X)l/s = gcd(q(i+gj)‘d - 1, Ipo(X)l) solutions b. of 
(28) with 0 < b. < I/3o(X)l. Thus for fixed 6 there are r gcd(q(i+gi)‘d - 1, I&,(X)I) 
pairs (b,, CL) solving (28) with 0 <b,< Ipo(X)l. By the previous paragraph if 
(b,, p) is a solution so is (b, + co, CL’). This implies there are gcd(qci+@)ld - 1, 
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#J,(X)/) pairs solving (28) with 0 c b0 < co, giving (a). Now also assume p # 2 and 
either 6 = 0 or if 6 = 1, g/d is even. As in the first paragraph of the proof, 
SY = 0 (mods). As co is even and b. must be odd, s must also be odd, which is 
true if and only if 2” ( qci+@)ld - 1, yielding (bi) and (bii). For fixed p and 6, if b0 
solves (28), so does b. + s, which has opposite parity from bo. So half of the 
r gcd(q”+ti”d - 1, I/3o(X)() p airs (6,, cl) solving (28) with 0 c b. < I/IO(X)1 have b. 
odd. If (b,, y) is a solution of (28) with b. odd, (b. + co, p’) and (b. + 4co, p”) 
are also solutions by the previous paragraph; b. + co and b, + ic, are both odd as 
4 ( co- This implies (bv) and (bvi) noting again gcd(q(‘+a)‘d- 1, 2(q’ + 1)) = 
2 gcd(q(i+tiYd - 1, qf + 1) since 2” 1 q(i+tiYd _ 1. Now assume p # 2, 6 = 1, and 
g/d is odd. Then (26) has no solution if 2” ( qci+@)ld - 1 giving (biii). So we may 
assume s is even. As in the first paragraph of the proof, Y = s/2 (mods). So (28) 
becomes b. = -c,xp - s/2 (mods), which has no odd solutions b. if s/2 is even 
giving (biv). Assume s/2 is odd. Then all solutions b. of (28) are odd. Again 
(k, + co, cl’) and (b. + $co, P”) are solutions of (28) when (b,, p) is; we have 
(bvii) observing that as 2” t qci+@)ld - 1, gcd(q(‘+gj)‘d - 1, 2(q’ + 1)) = 
gcd(q(i+gi)‘d - 1, qf + 1). q 
We now give the orders of Z/- and r’f =. 
Lemma X2. Let d(i) = gcd(i, g). Let do = {(i, j) # (0, 0) 1 0 6 i <g, 0 <j < 2t). 
(a) Zf p = 2 then 
p-l-1 = -+$ ‘& (gCqqfi+ti)W) _ 1, qf + l))d(i) + 
(blk.% 
-q&j Cd+ llg. 
(b) Zf p # 2, let 2” be the highest power of 2 in 2(q’ + 1). Let s8, = {(i, j) E 
do 1 2” ) q(i+tiY40 _ 1). Let ,c& = {(i, j) E &,I g/d(i) is even}. Let .c& = 
i ) is odd and 2n-1 is the highest power of 2 in q(i+gj)‘d(i) - 
F/-l = -& (i,JFd, (gcd(q(i+gj)'d(i) - 1, q1 + l))d’i’ + & (q’ + l)g 
E 
and 
p-y-l = --& (i,JFd, (gcd(q('+gi)'d(i) - 1, q’ + l))d’i’ 
E 
1 
+ 2(r - 1) (iJ)Ez&u(~,-~a,) 
c (gcd(q(i+gi)ld(‘) _ 1, q1 + l))“(i) 
1 
+ 2r(r - 1) 
(q* + 1y. 
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Proof. Suppose A = E’qj f 1 (mod r). The subscripts (0, 1, . . . , g - l} = Z, of bk 
are broken into orbits of size g/d(i) by the action k+ k + i. For 0 < w =z d(i) - 1, 
the wth orbit lb,, b,+i, . . . , bw+~/d(i)-~)i}, where the subscripts are read modg, 
is unique once CL, 6, and b, are determined because (17) and (18) determine 
b,+i, bw+z, . . . 7 bw+(g,ci(i)--l)i. We determine b, from bo, 6, and (29). We remark 
that if k = w + (g/d(i) - 1)i (modg), (18) determines the original b, because (17) 
and (18) can be recovered from (19) and (21); (21) was used to determine b,. 
Suppose we fix the triple (b,, p, 6). If p = 2, then 6 = 0, and (29) yields 
(qt + 1)/s = gCd(q(‘+gi)‘d(i) _ 1, qr + 1) choices for each b, with 1 c w < d(i) - 1. 
Thus if p = 2, for each (b,, ,u, 0) there are (gcd(q(‘+@)‘d(‘) - 1, qf + l))d(i)-l 
choices for the b,‘s not in the 0th orbit. If p # 2 and 6 = 0, then we have odd b,, 
existing only if 2” 1 qci+@ld - 1 by Lemma 11. In this case s is odd and (29) has 
2(q’ + 1)/s = gcd(q(i+gi)‘d(i) - 1, 2(q’ + 1)) solutions for each b, with 1 c w 6 
d(i) - 1 of which half are odd; as 2” ) q(i+gj)‘d - 1, there are igcd(q(i+gi)‘d(‘) - 1, 
2(qt + 1)) = gCd(q(i+ti)ld(i) _ 1, q’ + 1) choices for each odd b, with 1 c w G 
d(i) - 1. Thus for each (b,, ~1, 0) there are (gcd(q(i+gj)‘d(i) - 1, qt + l))d(i)-l 
choices for the b,‘s not in the 0th orbit. If p # 2 and 6 = 1, then we have odd b,, 
existing only in cases (bvi) and (bvii) of Lemma 11. In (bvi), s is odd and the 
above argument still applies. In (bvii), s is even and s/2 is odd. As in Lemma 11, 
Y = s/2(mod s) and (29) becomes bk = E-“bo + (E-” - l)(s/2) (mod s). Note that 
as b. and s/2 are odd and as E-” and c-” - 1 have opposite parity, Eekb,, + 
(c-” - l)(s/2) is always odd; as s is even, bk is always odd. Hence in (bvii) for 
each (b,, p, 1) there are gcd(q(i+pi)‘d(i) - 1, 2(q’+ 1)) choices for each b, 
with 1 c w < d(i) - 1. As 2” + q(i+gi)‘d - 1, gcd(q(i+a)‘d(‘) - 1, 2(q’ + 1)) = 
gcd(q(i+d)‘d(i) - 1, qL + 1). Thus in every case when p = 2 or p 22, for fixed 
(b,, p, 6) there are (gcd(q(‘+gi)‘d(i) - 1, qf + 1)) d(i)-1 choices for the b,‘s not in the 
0th orbit. 
We now prove that if (b,, p, 6) f (b& p’, 8’) both solve (26) and (28), they 
lead to distinct 0th orbits. This is certainly the case if b. # b& So assume b, = b& 
If 2t + (i + gj)/d(i), by Lemma 11 (d) p = CL’. So we may assume 6 = 0 and 6’ = 1 
(and hence p # 2). By Lemma 11, the only time solutions (b,, y, 0) and (b,, p, 1) 
both exist for (26) and (28) is when 2” 1 qci+@)ld - 1 and g/d(i) is even. As g/d(i) 
is even, the 0th orbit contains at least b, and bi where i # 0. By (17) the b,‘s which 
arise from (b,, ~1, 0) and (b,, p, 1) differ by q1 + 1 f 0 (mod I&(X)l). We may 
now assume 2t 1 (i + gj)/d(i). Note that if i = 0, then d(i) = g and 2t ) j yielding 
j = 0 as j < 2t. S o i # 0 and g/d(i) > 1 as i <g. Thus again the 0th orbit has at 
least two entries b. and bi. By (17) the hi’s which arise from (b,, ,u, 6) and 
(b,, p’, 6’) differ by c-‘(p - p’)cO+ (6 - 6’)(q’+ 1). Suppose this is 0 
(mod I&,(X)l). First assume 6 = 6’. Then E-‘(p - p’) =O (mod r) as cOr = 
I&(X)1. As E-‘f 0 (mod r), p = p’, a contradiction. So we may assume 6 = 0 
and 6’ = 1 (and hence p #2). As I&,(X)l = 2(q’ + l), Edi@ - ,u’)cO=O 
(mod (q’ + 1)). Letting d,, = &,, as co is even, we obtain E-‘(p - j.4’)2 = 0 (mod r) 
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as d,r=q’+l. As 2&?fO (modr), p=p’. Hence (6-6’)(q’+l)=O 
(mod 2(q’ + I)), a contradiction. So in all cases if (b,, ~1, 6) #(b& cl’, S’) solve 
(26) and (28), they lead to distinct 0th orbits. 
By Lemma 11, the above implies that when p = 2 and il= pqi f 1 (mod r), 
lr,l= N,(l)(gcd(q(i+g”ld(i) _ 1, qf + l)yW--l = (gCd(q(i+giY4i) _ 1, qf + l)yWe If 
p # 2 and k = eqi f 1 (mod r), I&( = N,,(A)(gcd(q’i+g”‘d(i) - 1, q’ + l))d(i)-l = 
(gCd(q(i+ti)‘d(i) _ 1, qf + l))W when (i, j) E d1 by Lemma 11; ]ZJ = 0 if (i, j) E 
&, - s4r. Also ]ri] = (N;(k) + N;(l))(gcd(q”+g”‘d”’ - 1, q’ + l))d(i)-l. By Lemma 
11, N&(n) + N;(A) is gcd(q(i+gj)‘d(i) - 1, qf + 1) if (i, j) E &, is 4gcd(q(‘+pi)‘d(‘) - 1, 
q’ + 1) if (i, j) E ST& U (d, - d,), and is 0 otherwise. 
Suppose A = 1 (mod r); then i = j = 0. If p = 2, as 6 = 0, any bk solves (20) and 
p must also be 0. So if p = 2, IF,] = l/r(q’ + 1)” as 0 c b0 <co is the only 
restriction. Assume p # 2 and 6 = 0. Again any bk solves (20) and y must be 0. 
The only restrictions in finding IGl are 0 =G b. < co and bk odd; again Ir,l= 
l/r(q’+ l)g. In finding II’;] any bk solves (20) and ,$-“co~ + 6(q’ + 1) = 0 
(mod 2(q’ + 1)). Earlier in this proof we showed this implied ,U = 0 and 
6 = 0. Thus in finding ]r;l the only restrictions are 0~ b. < ice and bk 
odd. So lril= 1/(2r)(q’+ l)g. As Irl-( = l/(r - 1) EA.9 ]&I and IF/-l = 
l/(r - 1) Ci,s,]ri( by Burnside’s Lemma (Theorem 1.2.5 of [l] or Theorem 
11.3a) of [4]), the result follows. 17 
In the notation of Section 3, y. = Ir/-1 if p = 2, y1 = [r/-l if p f2, and 
y2 = jr’/=] if p # 2. Th e proof of Theorem 5 is now immediate from Theorems 2, 
3, and 4 and Lemma 12. 
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